I Pick a Spot for Your Radio

- Choose the best location for the antenna considering your vehicle type. Refer to the antenna placement guide on siriusxm.ca/userguides.

- A dry vehicle is nice. Avoid installing the Magnetic Mount Antenna inside a vehicle that is outside and the antenna has a clear view of the sky. Connect your Onyx EZ to play its audio through your vehicle’s stereo system or FM radio.

- To listen to Onyx EZ through your vehicle’s stereo system or FM radio, it must be receiving the XM signal. Be sure your vehicle’s FM radio is tuned to the same available FM channel as Onyx EZ.

- Use the vendor phone number to call SiriusXM. You will need to verify your Onyx EZ is not currently in use by SiriusXM.

- SiriusXM will issue you a SiriusXM Service Activation Card (SAC) and your Onyx EZ will then be active.

2 Mount the Magnetic Mount Antenna

- Mount the Magnetic Mount Antenna 5 mm from the top of the windshield and 10 mm from the edge of the windshield.

- If necessary, adjust the tilt of the Vent Mount by repositioning the foot to a different tilt adjustment.

3 Connect the Audio to Your Vehicle’s Stereo

- You can either use the Auxiliary Input jack or the Cassette Adapter. Refer to the User Guide for more specific instructions.

- Better: Directly connect the Onyx EZ to your vehicle’s FM radio.

- Good: Use the Aux In Cable or Cassette Adapter to connect the Onyx EZ to your vehicle’s FM radio.

4 Finish the Installation and Power On

- Tune the Onyx EZ and Vehicle FM Radio to the Same FM Channel:
  - If you have connected the audio in step 3 using the Aux In Cable or Cassette Adapter, continue with step 6.
  - An available FM channel is one that’s not being used by an FM radio station in your area. When you tune through your local FM channels, locate and create a list of channels that aren’t being used by any FM radio station. Write down the list. Once you have created a list of available FM channels, you will need to find the one that provides the best match for Onyx EZ.

5 PowerConnect

- Connect the PowerConnect Vehicle Dock using the 4 provided screws. Refer to the User Guide for specific installation instructions.

- Before you attach the Dock to the dash or to a vent, skip ahead and finish the Installation and Power On.

- For more help, refer to the detailed antenna cable routing instructions on siriusxm.ca/userguides.

- We recommend mounting the antenna just above either the front or rear window of your vehicle. Adjust the orientation of the antenna to provide maximum signal strength.

- For a convertible, the antenna can be routed directly into the trunk. If necessary, adjust the tilt of the Vent Mount to provide maximum signal strength.

- Pull the Clamp Out and slide the clamp to the left for a better signal. Refer to the User Guide for specific instructions.

- The Onyx EZ and Vehicle FM Radio are tuned to the same available FM channel. To use XM Channels 1-99, select FM 2, scroll to and highlight FM 2, and press the Select button. To use XM Channels 99-100, select FM 4, scroll to and highlight FM 4, and press the Select button. To use XM Channels 101-199, select FM 1, scroll to and highlight FM 1, and press the Select button.
5 PowerConnect (continued)
A. To connect your Onyx EZ, remove the menu options.

3. Press the Power button to turn the Onyx EZ on.

3. The Onyx EZ is now connected to your vehicle.

4. Turn on the Onyx EZ to transmit on the FM channel.

4. If the Onyx EZ is not connected to the FM channel, turn it off and try again.

1. The Onyx EZ is now connected to your vehicle.

1. The Onyx EZ is now connected to your vehicle.

What’s in the Box?

TERRESTRIAL

+do the following:

Onyx EZ works on the XM network and requires a XM subscription. Before you can start listening, please

6. Navigate to the XM Channel Settings screen.

5. Enter the channel number and press the Select button.

4. Use the Channel Numbers to tune to the desired channel.

3. Use the Power button to turn the Onyx EZ on.

2. Use the Signal Indicator to select the desired channel.

1. Use the Onyx EZ to select the desired channel.

NOTE!

• By phone: Call 1-888-539-7474

• Online: Go to siriusxm.ca

TIP!

When your service is activated, your Onyx EZ will receive all channels to which you have subscribed. At

4. The Onyx EZ is now connected to your vehicle.

3. The Onyx EZ is now connected to your vehicle.

2. The Onyx EZ is now connected to your vehicle.

1. The Onyx EZ is now connected to your vehicle.
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